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Prologue 

 

The vast and trackless seas of Undorbis hold 

many secrets and countless wonders, but perhaps the 

most magnificent of wonders is that found within the 

city of Pesaphena – the City of Magic. Here you will find 

a shining tower of golden hue, stretching nearly a half 

mile to the heavens. The tower is a beacon of magical 

power, giving comfort to those who have grown and lived 

in its shadow. It’s known as SpellSpire, anchor of arcane 

forces, and it has stood for over three thousand years as 

both a symbol for Good and Evil, changing with its 

varied rulers. 

 

The current age is one of prosperity, and 

SpellSpire stands as a symbol for life. Within its walls is 

housed the Order, benevolent and mighty. For nearly 

two millennia the Order has stood, guiding those who 

would live their lives in service to magic. Scholars and 

sages, travelers and wanderers, fighters and tacticians, 

healers and loremasters; the Order welcomes men and 

women of all races and walks of life who have the spark 

for magical talent. 

 

You are a wizard of the sort mentioned last – a 

loremaster. You were born in this very city twenty-five 

years ago and have been a part of the Order since you 

were three. When the time came, you took the name of 

Blackstaff. You take pride in your work and have been a 

devoted and skilled Loremaster for nearly two years. 

Your progress has been remarkable; most wizards take 

two decades years or more to master just one of the 

three forms of Lore, but you did it in only half the time. 

 



 

All this, however, is in the past. Your recent days 

are ones of contentment, spent in deep study of ancient 

texts.  Today should have been a day like any other, but 

as you slowly rise from sleep, you vaguely sense that 

something is different. You sleepily shift in your bed to 

get a bit warmer, but your blankets seem to have fallen 

off and your bed doesn’t feel quite right. You grunt as 

you reach around for your blanket, only to feel cold, 

hard stone. Your eyes snap open and you sit bolt-

upright, sleep falling from you like tattered rags. This is 

not your room! You have awoken in a small cell lit only 

by dim, magical light. 

 

As you sit up, you take stock of your 

surroundings with a clarity made sharp by fear. You 

can’t recall anything odd from last night. As best as you 

can recall, you worked on translating a few ancient 

texts, ate dinner with some friends, talked about the 

upcoming Festival of Chillmoons, and went to bed. You 

were expecting to have woken up on a clear, cold 

morning, snow piling on the sill outside your window. 

Instead you find yourself here. Wherever here is. You 

pinch yourself, hoping you’ll wake up, but the pinch 

does nothing. 

 

Looking down, you can see that you’re a bit 

thinner than you remember. Perhaps a strange spell was 

cast on you, forcing you to lose weight. Perhaps you’ve 

been here longer than just one night. You have too many 

questions and not enough answers. You also notice 

you’re wearing only a simple loincloth and have none of 

your usual possessions. Panic begins to rise, but you 

tamp it back down. 

 



 

You let your gaze wander over the room, trying to 

memorize as many small details as possible. The walls 

are made of fitted stone bound by magical runes. You 

recognize the runes; they’re meant to suppress clear 

thought and will. Your eyes widen in surprise. This must 

be one of the magical holding cells deep below 

SpellSpire. Your hopes fall and darkness enters your 

heart. To have ended up in one of these cells, you must 

have committed a very terrible crime… 



 

Rules of the Game 

Welcome to the world of Undorbis, a world of 

adventure and danger. You will take on the role of 

Blackstaff the wizard, and in the course of this book you 

will see exotic locations, battle dark enemies, and face 

fiendish plots. However, before you can begin your 

adventures, you will first need to learn the rules for 

playing through a Blackstaff Gamebook. 

 

At the beginning of this book, you will find the 

Adventure Record. This is where you will keep track of 

all your abilities and equipment. As you go through the 

introductory sections of this book, record your 

information on the Adventure Record (or on a copy). 

Your information will carry over to later adventures, so 

keep careful track; you never know what obscure 

knowledge or artifacts may come in handy! 

 

This book will also require you to be able to 

generate a random number from 1 to 20 on many 

occasions. There is a list in Appendix D that you can use 

to get a random number without needing anything but 

this book. 

 

Health and Magic 

Health represents your life. This number can 

never rise above maximum but will often drop far below. 

If number ever reaches zero or less, you are dead and 

must restart the quest. As you have no physical training 

or special endurance, you start with a Max Health of 

20. Record this amount on your Adventure Record. 

 

Magic is a measure of your energy for casting 

spells. This is your only real defense, so you should be 



 

very careful not to run out! Like health, magic can never 

go above its maximum. You have some training in the 

common spells, but have seldom had to push yourself, 

so you begin with Max Magic of 15. Mark this amount 

on your Adventure Record. 

 

Magic Emblems and Spells 

Magic in the world of Undorbis is based off a set 

of twenty-five reusable, magical runes called emblems. 

Emblems work alone or combine in groups of twos and 

threes to cast a wide range of spells. As a Mage of the 

Order, you have a full set of emblems at your disposal. 

Unfortunately, emblems alone aren’t enough to cast 

spells. You’ll need to find casting scrolls to properly 

learn how to channel your magical energies for each 

particular spell.  

 

If you turn to Appendix C, you will see a list of 

spells. Spells are divided into three groups: Directed, 

Battle, and At-Will. Directed spells can be used only 

when you are given the option to do so. They are 

primarily used to help ease a situation or give you some 

extra information or insight. Battle spells are your 

means of combat, and you can use them freely in 

combat to cripple or kill your enemies. At-Will spells can 

be used at any time you wish, even in the middle of book 

sections or as a round in combat. These include healing 

and preparation spells that you may cast to improve 

your odds of survival. 

 

Spells are listed by level, which is an indication 

of how much magical power it will take to cast. Level 1 

spells cost 1 magic, Level 2 spells cost 2 magic and so 

on. More powerful magic is harder to use and will 



 

deplete your reserves more quickly. For now, you will 

only have the ability to cast spells up to Level 3, so 

higher level spells aren’t listed. 

 

Turn to Appendix C and read over the spells from 

Levels 1, 2, and 3 to see which ones you like most. You 

have 6 “spell points” spendable right now to pick 

which spells you’ll learn in this adventure. The 

number of spell points it takes to learn a spell is the 

same as the spell’s level. You can spend all the 

points right now or save some for later adventures. 

Record which spells you’ve picked in your Adventure 

Record. In each book, you will get more spell points to 

learn new spells. You’ll find the casting scrolls to let you 

use these spells at some point early in the adventure. 

 

Titles 

Before beginning your adventure, consult 

Appendix F. This appendix contains a list of special 

challenges or "titles" that you can attempt to earn as you 

play through the book. These represent certain moral 

alignments or character traits you may wish to adopt. 

They provide some extra challenge and let you hold to 

certain beliefs.  

 

For example, maybe you believe that magic 

should never be used to harm. In that case, you should 

try for the "Magical Pacifist" title. Should you make it 

through the entire book without using any magic to 

harm enemies in combat, you'll earn the right to put 

that title on your Adventure Record. While these add a 

fun challenge to the book, they also serve another 

purpose: in future adventures, there will be some 

choices open only to those holding certain titles! 



 

 

Daily Needs 

You may be a wizard of moderate power, but you 

are still only human. You need to eat and rest to 

regenerate your magic powers and health. When 

instructed that a day has ended and that you are 

resting, you may eat rations to restore your health to 

maximum and may consume spellspice to restore your 

magic to maximum. 

 

Lore 

As a Loremaster, you have spent most of your 

time as a wizard mastering one of the three forms of 

Lore. There are three varieties of Lore, each unique. 

Look at the choices below and pick one of the three. Pick 

wisely, as this choice will be permanent and will follow 

you through all of your adventures! Your choice will also 

influence some of your history and upbringing, which 

may have an effect on the story at times. When you have 

decided, record your choice on your Adventure Record. 

 

 Social Lore: You have spent your days in markets, 

taverns, theaters, and prisons, observing the actions 

of everyone around you. This has given you a deep 

understanding of the values and motivations of the 

sentient races. You can haggle, barter, and negotiate, 

and you have insights into people, history, language, 

and customs. 

 

 Earth Lore: You have walked the wild paths and have 

read the change of seasons. All of nature has become 

as beautiful and precise clockwork. Terrain, weather, 

and creatures no longer seem random, but act in 

complex but known patterns. You use these patterns 



 

to see natural hazards, calm creatures, and identify 

poisons and herbs.  

 

 Material Lore: You are fascinated by constructed 

things and have a love of fine craftsmanship. Your 

days were spent studying materials, techniques, and 

structures with men considered masters of their 

crafts. You can track, use, and modify most things 

and understand construction techniques and layouts. 

 

Money 

In ages past, greedy, self-serving wizards 

transmuted vast quantities of lead into gold. The market 

value of gold dropped sharply and people looked to other 

things for value. As such, the standard for currency has 

long been gemstones. The modern form of this currency 

is in small, thumbnail-sized sapphires called “Blues”. 

Traditionally, these gems are carried in a small pouch 

attached to the belt. Other gemstones are typically worth 

more. “Greens” are made of emerald, each one worth 10 

Blues. “Reds” are made of ruby, each one worth 10 

Greens or 100 Blues. 

 

Be aware! At the start of this adventure, you 

have no money and no gem pouch! 

 

Inventory 

At some point early in your adventure you’re 

likely to find a magic bag that will allow you to carry a 

large number of items. These bags are both expensive 

and rare, so it will be in your best interest to not 

misplace it. You may carry as many items as you wish 

as long as they fit into the bag’s 30 spaces. If at any 

point you are in a city for more than a full day without 



 

anything specific happening, you may purchase or sell 

any items from the listing in Appendix A. Some specific 

stores and shops you encounter in your adventures will 

undoubtedly contain rare and unique artifacts, so be on 

the lookout for special items! 

 

When you find an item, it will have a size listed 

after a bolded name, telling how many spaces the item 

will take up in your bag. If an item is to be placed 

somewhere else on your person it will have the word 

“other” in brackets instead of a size. These items will be 

written in the Other Items section of your Adventure 

Record. It can be assumed that if you lose all your 

clothes or possessions, you will lose your other items as 

well. Keys can be stored on your key ring and will have 

the word “key” in brackets. Take a quick look at 

Appendix A to see a list of some of the most common 

items along with their uses. 

 

Some items can be worn on your person and will 

have the word “equip” in brackets after the size. If you 

come across hats, robes, amulets, armbands, rings, 

belts, or boots, you can write them in with their 

description under equipment. It is recommended that 

you write down the effects and statistics of your 

equipped items and weapons, but should you forget, 

there is a table of weapons in Appendix B. You can wear 

only one item per slot, except rings, of which you can 

wear two. 

 

Weapons work the same as equipped items but 

will have the word “weapon” in brackets after the size. 

Unless otherwise noted, you can only hold 2 weapons at 

a time. One weapon will be your main weapon; the other 



 

will be your alternate. You can switch between weapons 

at any time for free, unless you’re in combat, in which 

case switching takes 1 round. 

 

Just because something is meant to be worn or 

wielded doesn’t mean you have to do so. Anything listed 

with a size can be put it in your magic bag for 

safekeeping. 

 

Lastly, any item that can be sold will have a 

market value listed in a final pair of brackets with an 

asterisk. Some items are valuable only in certain 

situations and do not have a price listed.  

 

Example: You find a pair of Lightwing Boots [S: 

4] [equip] [*100B]. 

 

If put in a magic bag, these boots would take up 

4 spaces. However, they can be equipped on your feet 

instead of taking up bag space if desired. If sold, you 

could get 100 Blues from a merchant. 

 

You begin your adventure with only a simple 

loincloth. You have yet to find even a magic bag or 

the emblems and casting scrolls you need to cast 

spells. Hopefully you’ll find such things quickly! 

 

Merchants 

As you journey, you will come across many 

merchants who have set up shop. These merchants have 

many things to sell and list each item with a separate 

purchase cost that you must pay to get that item. Note 

that an item’s purchase cost is always higher than its 

listed value. Used goods are never worth the same as 



 

something new! If you find yourself in need of money 

while visiting a shop, you may sell any item back to a 

merchant for its value as long as it makes sense that the 

merchant would purchase that item. Please note that 

merchants can also make change or consolidate any 

gems as requested. 

 

Combat 

You will often find yourself confronted by 

enemies with whom you cannot negotiate or escape. 

Combat is fought in rounds. Each round consists of 3 

things: picking an action (casting a spell, attacking with 

a weapon, using an item, or passing), generating a 

random number for both you and the enemy (or 

enemies) to see what specific effect occurs, and then 

applying both attacks at the same time. Attack effects 

are based on tables listed with each enemy, spell, or 

weapon. On occasion, you’ll see a special effect listed 

below the enemy’s combat statistics. Read these to see if 

there are special circumstances of which you should be 

aware. 

 

An example combat is shown below to help 

illustrate how the system works:  

 

You run down the narrow alley, your boots 

echoing loudly on the pavement, giving away your 

position to those trying to follow. You reach the end only 

to find your progress blocked by a large man armed with 

a wicked knife and a grin to match. “Yeh’ve made the 

wrong enemies, wizard” The thug growls as he turns his 

blade toward you and charges: 

 

 



 

Cutthroat: [17 health] 

1-2) Miss: Enemy misses 

3-8) Knife Slash: You lose 1 health 

9-17) Deep Cut: You lose 2 health 

18-20) Stealing Grab: You lose 4 Blues 

  

Order of Combat 

1) You begin by choosing to cast Spark. Your 

random number comes up 15. The spell listing in the 

back says this means your attack will remove 9 health 

from the enemy. You set this information aside. 

 

2) Another random number is generated for the 

cutthroat’s attack and comes up a 7, meaning the 

cutthroat will attack with his Knife Slash, and take away 

1 health from you. You set this information aside. 

 

3) Both attacks are now applied, you using up 1 

magic to remove 9 health from the Cutthroat, and the 

cutthroat removing 1 health from you. 

 

4) The next round of combat begins, following the 

same steps. This continues until either you or the 

enemy is reduced to zero health, or something special 

happens as directed by the text. 

 

In some cases, you may find yourself fighting 

more than one enemy at once. In this form of combat, 

you choose one enemy to attack, but all enemies get to 

attack you at once in the same round. 

 

Additionally, note that any effects from enemy 

attacks can cumulatively stack. If being poisoned takes 



 

away 1 extra health a round, being poisoned twice takes 

away 2! 

 

Changing the Rules 

What you see above are the rules in full. While 

they lay out how this book is designed to be played, 

never forget that the point of the gamebook is to have 

fun. Change any rules as you see fit to enjoy the 

gamebook more! 

 

A Final Note 

You will encounter many enemies and dangers 

on your journeys, so be ever vigilant against those who 

would destroy you. However, do not think that everyone 

you encounter will be black-hearted. Some will help you 

and expect something back; others will do so simply 

because they see it as the right thing to do. Seek aid 

where you can, as you will need all the help you can get 

if you hope to survive! 



 

 

1 

You push your palm against the cold stone of the 

floor and rise unsteadily to your feet. From what you can 

see, your cell is neither large nor ornate, but at least it’s 

fairly clean and somewhat lit. 

  

Looking closely at the walls, you can see that the 

light is emanating from small flecks of some stone 

embedded within the larger blocks. The light they give 

off is faint, barely allowing you to see any details from 

more than a few inches away.  

 

You think on this more carefully. While you may 

not be able to use the light to help you escape, you won’t 

give up hope. There may be something around that can 

help you break free or at least keep you occupied. 

Scouring the room, your hopes are raised when you find 

a small flask in the corner. It’s made of beaten metal 

and has a small corked mouth. It feels mostly full. 

Pulling off the cap you find it filled with water. If you 

wish to keep the flask of water [S: 1] you may add it to 

your inventory, but keep in mind that until you have a 

magic bag, it will take up one of your hands. 

 

With your new find in hand, you look around the 

rest of the room but don’t see anything interesting. The 

door is solid stone, its only feature a small window. You 

try to look through, but find it too dark beyond to see 

anything.  

 

If you possess Material Lore and would like to use it to 

examine the walls, turn to Section 45. 

 



 

 

If you want to yell to try and attract a guard, turn to 

Section 62. 

 



 

 

8 

You find yourself at a crossroads with a large 

spiraling staircase going up. Additionally, the path 

before you branches left and right. 

 

If you would like to take the left fork, turn to Section 

127. 

 

If you’d prefer to take the right fork, turn to Section 

171. 

 

If you want to investigate the stairs, turn to Section 

398. 

 



 

 

12 

“I’m afraid I have no water” you lie, “I’m just a 

prisoner myself who had the amazing luck of escaping 

his cell.” You feel a little bad at lying to the man, but it’s 

little business of his if you want to keep your water for 

yourself. 

 

He sneers at you from the darkness, “I can smell 

your water, you know. The air is so dry that even the 

faintest hint of water is obvious.” 

 

In the darkness you can see the Red Barbarian 

unfold from his corner and stretch to full height. Your 

previous guess tall he is turned out to be on the low 

side. His stay in prison doesn’t seem to have affected his 

strength or muscle in the least. Wrapping one meaty 

hand around a bar of the door window, he quietly 

whispers, “I don’t like liars. Especially when it would do 

them no harm to share. I may rot and die here in this 

prison but if I don’t, you had best watch your back. I’m 

going to find you, scrawny.” 

 

With this, he rattles the bar and lets out a loud 

roar. You scuttle down the passageway in terror. Only 

two turnings later do you realize the effect he has just 

had on you. You blush in the darkness to think you 

were afraid of a man encased in a magic prison. 

 

You sheepishly look around to see where your 

random flight has taken you and see to your surprise 

that you have come to a strange wooden door, unlike all 

the others nearby. 

 



 

 

If you wish to investigate this strange door in more 

detail, turn to Section 110. 

 

If you’d prefer to search for an exit to this prison 

elsewhere, turn to Section 190. 

 

 



 

 

25 

You uncork the clear red vial and take a small 

sip of its contents. A cool sensation washes over you 

(restore 1 health). You breathe a sigh of relief. This is a 

vial of haleroot [S: 1] [*10B]; due to age, it will only 

restore 5 health upon consumption but it’s better than 

nothing. As an added bonus, when the potion is gone, 

you can keep the empty vial [S: 1] [*2 for 1B]. 

 

If you would like to taste the murky green potion and 

have not already, turn to Section 199.  

 

If you’d rather leave the green potion alone or if you 

have already tried both, you can leave the room by 

turning to Section 323. 

 



 

 

32 

You grab the medallion and put it around your 

neck. (Remember to add this dark amulet [S: 1] [equip] 

[*60B] to your Adventure Record.) It feels cold against 

your skin and makes you nervous and uneasy. You’re 

hoping you’ll be able to make good use of this relic. 

 

Seeing nothing else of note and wishing nothing 

more than to simply leave this place, you quickly 

continue down the corridor. 

 

To continue, turn to Section 65.  

 



 

 

37 

You draw in a deep breath, desperately hoping 

that you aren’t about to make a big mistake. You begin 

to cross the silvery fog, moving as fast as you can. It 

touches your leg and you instantly feel a strange tingle. 

At first the tingle is mild, but as you continue it becomes 

more intense, turning to pain. 

 

By the time you reach the far end of the room 

your whole body feels burned and you can barely hold 

your breath. (Lose 1 health from this strange magical 

mist.) The pain seems to have been worth it though to 

reach the shadowed objects on the far end of the mist. 

You find a basic staff [S: 8] [weapon] [*6B], a torch [S: 

4] [*2 for 1B], and 7 Blues. (Unless you have a gem 

pouch, the gems will take up 4 spaces slot in your 

inventory.) 

 

Feeling satisfied at your finds, you look around 

to see if there’s an exit this side of the mist. You’re 

rewarded once again to find a portal leading out, 

immediately connecting to a large spiral staircase 

leading both up and down. 

 

If you would like to follow the stairs up, turn to Section 

127. 

 

If you’d rather follow the stairs down, turn to Section 

171. 

 

 



 

 

45 

The lintel of the door has caught your attention. 

You recall a book you read many years ago that talked 

about the construction of the dungeons beneath 

SpellSpire and how the architects helped to designate 

between levels and sectors by designing the doorframes 

with slight variations. The lintel over this door 

designates it as being on the 12th sublevel, 3rd sector of 

the isolation cells. Only prisoners who have been put 

through trial and found guilty of some of the worst 

crimes imaginable are put in these cells.  

 

With a fresh understanding of where you are, 

you take another look around the room. The crystals in 

the wall suddenly take on a sinister new perspective. 

You recognize them as antithesis diamond, magically 

created mineral able to suppress all spells. 

 

As you take a closer look at the crystals, you 

discover that one of them is loose. You can take this 

antithesis diamond [S: 1] [*30B] if you wish. (Keep in 

mind you will have to hold on to it in your hand until 

you can find a magic bag.) 

 

You look around to see if there’s anything else of 

note, but you’re interrupted by a giggle and a faint light 

coming from outside your cell. 

 

To continue, turn to Section 155. 

 



 

 

54 

With a final blow, the krenishar lets out a squeal. 

The puppet guard and its master go limp, crashing to 

the floor. You shudder to think how many seals and 

locks must be decaying for something like this to be able 

to walk about freely. Luckily, it only had the body of a 

hapless guard to inhabit, rather than something more 

powerful. 

 

Deciding not to follow that line of thought, you 

bend over the body of the guard to see if he had 

anything useful. Most of his possessions are missing, 

but you do find 1 healer’s kit [S: 2] [*7B] and 4 Blues. 

You also recall that some parts of the krenishar can be 

quite valuable; looking at its backside you find what 

you’re looking for, prying off a few tough scales [S: 1] 

[*25B]. 

 

Seeing nothing else of use, you quickly run down 

the hallway, trying to get as far as possible from the 

scene of battle. Within a handful of minutes, you come 

across a large gallery, spiraling up and down several 

floors. You can see dozens of empty cells lining the 

walls, reminding you that in past days there were a lot 

more monsters that were captured and studied. Far at 

the bottom, you can just barely make out implements of 

torture, used back when the evil Sorcerer held sway over 

SpellSpire. 

 

The dust covering everything is nearly as thick as 

the silence. You realize you’ve been holding your breath, 

as if waiting for something. You let it out in a sigh as 

you look around for any indications of which way to go. 

You find no signs indicating anything about where you 



 

 

are, so you figure you’ll just have to pick a direction and 

hope it leads to escape. 

 

If you wish to follow the large spiraling stairs 

downwards, turn to Section 323. 

 

If you want to start following the gallery up to the top, 

turn to Section 398. 

 



 

 

62 

You yell through the window for help until you’re 

blue in the face, but your echoes merely die in the 

oppressive silence of the corridor. You’re not entirely 

sure where you are or what you did to end up here but 

someone certainly thinks you need to be locked up. 

 

You’ve just leaned against the wall wondering 

what to do next when you hear a giggle. Glancing 

around, you see a faint glow coming from the other side 

of the door. 

 

To continue, turn to Section 155. 

 

 



 

 

65 

You jog down the darkened hall, eager to be away 

from this cursed place as quickly as possible. Looking 

ahead, you quickly come to a stop. The dark tendrils of 

mist that have filled the corridor grow into even thicker 

knots and cords ahead of you, blocking the hall in a wall 

of inky blackness. After a moment’s hesitation, you 

decide you fear what’s behind you more than what is 

ahead, so you plunge into the blackness. 

 

If you have a torch and wish to choose it, turn to 

Section 255. 

 

If you don’t have one or don’t want to use it, turn to 

Section 76. 

 



 

 

76 

You stumble around in the dark for hours, 

relying on your sense of hearing to sense your 

surroundings. It comes as a surprise when the ground 

beneath your feet suddenly gives way and you begin 

falling. Without realizing it, you have stumbled into a 

deep pit. Your scream is quickly swallowed up by the 

inky blackness and you’re never seen or heard from 

again. 

 

Your life and adventure have ended. 

 



 

 

81 

You head down the passage, leaving the small 

pool of light provided by your cell. You let your fingertips 

brush gently against the nearest wall to help guide your 

way. Time passes as you turn down countless corridors, 

soon losing all track of where you are. As you walk, your 

footfalls echo loudly on the stone, bouncing back, having 

found nothing of interest in the darkness ahead. 

 

With each turning your caution fades a little, 

replaced by a growing sense of boredom. Not that you 

wanted it, but you expected more danger. Your boredom 

is reaching its peak when you suddenly hear a voice 

calling out from a nearby cell. “Hey! You there!” 

 

You freeze in your tracks. The cell where the 

voice came from is just to your left. It appears to be the 

same as all the others around, completely ordinary in 

every way. The dust underfoot is thick, evidence that no 

one but you has passed this way in a long time. The cell 

must replenish food and water in the same way your 

former cell likely does – through magical means. 

 

You approach the small grated window in the 

door with caution, having no idea what crime the 

occupant may have committed or what powers he may 

command. Peering in, you can see that the cell is 

occupied by a large man with a violently red beard and 

rippling muscles. He’s sitting in the corner of his cell in 

a relaxed pose, long legs bent slightly at the knees. Were 

he to rise, you estimate he would stand nearly seven feet 

tall. He wears little more than a leather loincloth and an 

empty baldric. 

 



 

 

“They call me the Red Barbarian” his voice is low 

and gravelly, filling the room. He doesn’t look up. “I’ve 

stopped getting water the last few days. Got any?” 

 

He locks eyes with you. His stare is penetrating 

and unnerves you with its ferocity. This man is 

obviously dangerous. 

 

If you choose to give him your flask of water, turn to 

Section 360. 

 

If you refuse his request, turn to Section 12. 

 



 

 

89 

You take out your dagger and hold it at arm’s 

length. The Red Barbarian plucks it from your grasp like 

a parent taking something dangerous from a child. You 

can practically feel his disdain for you as he turns his 

back and jimmies the dagger in the lock on the cell. 

 

This cell looks to have been secured by rather 

ordinary measures with no apparent need for magical 

locks. You guess that the prisoners in this area are 

probably not here for as long a stay as you were. 

 

You hear a brief grunt of accomplishment from 

the Red Barbarian as the lock clicks open. The large 

man gives barely a look back in your direction as he 

silently opens the door and goes jogging down the 

hallway with your dagger in hand. (Remember to erase 

this dagger from your possessions.) An alarmingly short 

time later, you hear an abruptly cut-off scream from a 

guard. A laugh from your new friend echoes down the 

hall. 

 

Running to the door of the cell, you see him 

standing over the body of the dead guard, quickly and 

efficiently stripping the man of anything useful. You 

begin to get the feeling that he’s more than just an 

ordinary tavern thug. This is confirmed when he gives a 

crow of triumph, picking up a large double headed 

hammer and kissing the handle. In the faint light, you 

can just barely make out dwarven runes inscribed 

across the face of the hammer and well-worn handle. 

The weapon is obviously magical and has equally 

obviously been used many times. 

 



 

 

He quickly takes the keys and throws them to a 

lanky man in a cell to his left. He then goes into a quick 

spin and smashes the lock clean off the door to another 

cell. 

 

“Alright, gents!” he bellows. “Time for this party 

to heat up!” The closest dozen men cheer and charge 

with him down the corridor towards a far room with a 

pool of light and the sound of guards hastily grabbing 

weapons. Screams and the sounds of battle are soon 

joined in the distant hall and you realize things here are 

about to get very ugly. 

 

Some of the men running past quickly size you 

up and keep running, looking to find more interesting 

targets. However, you suspect it won’t be long before one 

of them decides to gut you simply for fun. Hugging the 

wall, you quickly dash off in the opposite direction, 

running until you find the nearest room. You slam the 

door shut and let yourself take a deep breath. The 

sounds of combat soon fade and you begin to feel safe 

enough to take a look around. 

 

To continue, turn to Section 108. 

 



 

 

99 

You dash into the room, determined to get 

through the swirling silver mist as quickly as possible. 

Your speed betrays you, however, as you trip on a small 

jutting floor tile. You throw your hands before your, 

hoping to stop yourself from getting hurt, but in doing 

so the wind gets knocked from your lungs. You 

involuntarily open your mouth to suck in air, but get a 

lungful of mist instead. It curls and burns inside you, 

making you aware of a whole network of nerves you 

never knew existed (lose 2 health). 

 

Putting the pain from your mind, you push back 

to your feet and run the rest of the way across the room 

to the shrouded objects you had seen before. You see a 

basic staff [S: 8] [weapon] [*6B] leaning against a worn 

rack (you may take the staff if you wish). You paw 

through the rest of the items but find them to be mostly 

junk. Having gained a decent weapon, you feel the pain 

of the mist was nearly worth it. 

 

Wishing nothing more than to put this place 

behind you, you look around to see if there’s an exit 

nearby. You’re rewarded once again when you find a 

portal leading out, connecting to a large spiral staircase 

leading both up and down. 

 

If you would like to follow the stairs up, turn to Section 

127. 

 

If you’d rather follow the stairs down, turn to Section 

171. 

 



 

 

101 

The climb up the rubble is harder than you 

expected. At one point your leg slips and you get a 

particularly nasty gash (lose 2 health). When you finally 

reach the top, you’re dismayed to find all the holes are 

smaller than you had first thought. You doubt you could 

fit through any of them. You do find reward for your 

efforts, however, when you discover that someone 

stashed a small bag up here at some point. 

 

You grab the bag and sit on a large slab of 

rubble, determined to see what you’ve won for your 

efforts. The bag contains: 

 

1 torch [S: 4] [*2 for 1B] 

2 Spellstones [S: 1] [*7B] 

 

Feeling moderately satisfied, you cautiously 

climb down the rubble and continue down the hallway 

in search of some way out of the prison. 

 

To continue, turn to Section 8. 

 



 

 

108 

You turn from the solid door and look around the 

room in which you now stand. It looks like a storeroom. 

Shelves line the walls and a table sits at the center of 

the room. A wide grin crosses your face, for on the table 

are all the possessions you must have had when you 

were thrown into prison. You don’t know why your 

valuables were placed so far from you cell, but at least 

they appear to have been treated kindly. You find the 

following: 

 

A basic staff [S: 8] [weapon] [*6B] 

A set of wizard robes [S: 8] [equip] [*7B], 

 marking you as a member of the Order 

A map case (This is a special item with its own 

 space on your Adventure Record.) 

The casting scrolls you chose at the start of this 

 adventure 

A gem pouch that can hold up to 40 gems. This 

 pouch contains 2 Blues and 1 Green. 

 

 
 

You feel a touch of disappointment that this is all 

you had, but you suppose something is better than 

nothing. With a grin and a feeling that you may yet 

escape, you continue to the far side of this small 

storeroom and open the door ahead of you. 

 

To continue, turn to Section 200. 

 



 

 

110 

As you approach the door, you notice an odd 

scent in the air. The door smells of fresh pine and oil. 

Everything else around here has smelled stale and 

musty. You immediately go on guard. Either someone 

has been taking care of this door recently or there’s 

something on the other side that is keeping it in 

unnaturally good condition. 

 

Curiosity now piqued, you push on the door to 

see what secrets the room behind may hold. The door 

swings back on silent hinges to reveal a room shrouded 

in thick mist. It curls and folds in on itself, never 

seeming to dissipate but never expanding. It’s no doubt 

magical and could do anything if you touch it. 

 

You’re wondering whether to investigate further 

or not when your eye is caught by a rack of items at the 

far end of the room. The mist continually veils the 

objects so you can’t make them out with clarity but they 

appear to be weapons or tools. Looking at your meager 

possessions, you become acutely aware of the need for 

more supplies.  

 

If you choose to cross the room, holding your breath as 

you go, turn to Section 37. 

 

If you’d prefer to cross to the room by running as fast as 

possible, turn to Section 99. 

 

If you’d rather not risk the strange fog, you may leave 

the room and continue down the passage outside by 

turning to Section 190. 

 



 

 

115 

You once spent an entire year with an alchemist. 

At the time, potions and vials were practically your only 

friends. You gingerly uncorking both vials and gently 

waft each one. A strange mixture of odors hits your nose 

and goes straight for your memory. You strain to place 

the scents, and eventually weed out any smells that you 

would identify as poisons or toxins. These potions have 

lost a lot of power and likely won’t have as strong an 

effect as they once did, but they should be safe. 

 

If you would like to taste the pale, clear, red potion, turn 

to Section 25. 

 

If you would like to taste the murky green potion, turn 

to Section 199.  

 

If you’d rather leave both potions alone, you can leave 

the room by turning to Section 323. 

 



 

 

127 

As you head up the stairs, they grow dim and the 

hall begins to take on a musty, disused smell. A distant 

moan drifts down the corridor, ghostly and ethereal. You 

begin to think it would be a good idea to turn back. 

Stopping, you turn to head back down the stairs and 

take another route. To your shock, you see nothing 

behind but darkness. The stairs beneath your feet end 

in a void as black as midnight mere footsteps behind. 

Dark magic has leaked here. The darkness could do any 

number of terrible things. You have no choice but to 

press on, hoping things get better before they get worse. 

 

You reach the top of the stairs and push open a 

door bleached gray and twisted with age. The corridor 

beyond is filled with prison cells similar to all the others 

you’ve encountered. Something is wrong, though, and 

you’re filled with an uncertain dread. Black mist curls 

faintly around the floor and the air smells of death. Even 

your footsteps are muffled by this unholy place. 

 

As you walk in silence down the row of cells a 

glint of white catches your eye. A skeleton lies in 

disarray on the other side of a cell, its bony hands 

clutching at the bars, testament to what could have 

been your own fate had you not been freed. It wears the 

merest tatters of a robe and a strange rune-inscribed 

medallion hangs limply from its neck.  

 

If you possess Material Lore and would like to look at 

the medallion more closely, turn to Section 182. 

 

If you want to take the medallion and go, turn to 

Section 32. 



 

 

 

If you’d prefer to leave the medallion and body alone, 

turn to Section 343. 

 



 

 

133 

You wait patiently until the footsteps draw even 

with the door, then spring out with your dagger, ready to 

attack. However, what’s waiting for you is not, in fact, a 

guard. The thing before you used to be a man, but the 

top of his head is missing and a small, grey creature is 

crouching inside where the brain should be. The 

creature is a kenishar – a brain devourer. They take over 

bodies and then control the host, fooling those around 

them until it’s too late. This one must have escaped its 

cell and attacked the guard. As you gape in horror, it 

squirms and the body jerks like a puppet towards you: 

 

Kenishar (formerly guard): [16 health] 

1-5) Miss: Enemy misses 

6-14) Slow Swing: You lose 1 health 

15-18) Odd Dodge: Your current attack misses 

19-20) Open Brain: Lose this turn and next 

 

If you win this fight, turn to Section 54. 

 

If not, turn to Section 201. 

 



 

 

146 

You grab the key and turn it in the keyhole. The 

click of the lock echoes like a bell, silencing every 

prisoner, mesmerizing and holding their attention as 

their hopes for escape become reality. 

 

As the door squeaks open, the spell breaks and 

the men begin to riot, shaking the bars of their cells. 

With a mad laugh the freed man springs toward the 

nearest cell, freeing the occupants. Within a minute all 

the cells are open and men begin attacking one another. 

Some fight to settle ancient rivalries and others simply 

for the sheer joy of being free. Chaos reigns and is 

suddenly thrust in your face when two men rush at you 

wielding axes. You briefly wonder where they got such 

weapons. The thought is short lived as they rush you. 

(You will have to fight one after the other): 

 

Wounded Convict: [13 health] 

1-7) Miss: Enemy misses 

8-13) Wild Axe: You lose 1 health 

14-19) Vicious Cut: You lose 2 health 

20) Stray Slice: Everyone loses 2 health 

 

Crazed Prisoner: [15 health] 

1-8) Miss: Enemy misses 

9-12) Raking Nails: You lose 1 health 

13-18) Nasty Stab: You lose 2 health 

19-20) Stray Slice: Everyone loses 3 health 

 

If you defeat both of these men, turn to Section 299. 

 

If not, turn to Section 201. 



 

 

155 

As you approach the door, the giggling stops, 

although you can still see a faint glow through the 

window. The light suddenly intensifies and a face floats 

up into view on the other side of the bars, temporarily 

blinding you causing you to cry out. 

 

“You don’t remember, do you?” The woman’s 

voice is smooth, young, and full of amusement. 

 

 You rub your eyes, forcing your vision to return. 

The woman looks to be in her early twenties. She’s 

beautiful if a bit thin, her looks complimented by her 

simple white dress. She hovers above the ground, her 

body surrounded by a pale nimbus of light. This woman 

is obviously more than just human. 

 

 “Who..?” You’re interrupted almost immediately 

as the strange woman holds a single finger to her lips. 

 

“I can see that you don’t remember. I guess the 

plan went through then. You know, you’ve been very 

hard to track since last week.” She gives you a small 

pout, as if this were somehow your fault. 

 

You open your mouth to protest, but find 

yourself stalled as she holds up her finger yet again. Her 

voice takes on a gentle tone, “I can’t stay long and you 

need to hear something. Everyone was wrong. This isn’t 

the right solution. Despite what you thought, you need 

your memories. You need to escape this prison and the 

city, and make your way to the Oracle of Mystic 

Mountain on the main island. She’ll tell you what’s 



 

 

happened and what you need to do next. Do you 

understand what I’m telling you to do?” 

 

You nod your head, trying to track the 

conversation. You’re not normally in the habit of 

listening to strange apparitions, but you get the feeling 

that this time it would be in your best interest. 

 

“Good. The Oracle. You need to talk to her. Don’t 

forget.” She snaps her fingers and you hear the lock on 

your door click. You grunt in surprise. Those locks have 

dozens of seals, both magical and mundane. They 

should be nearly impossible to open. 

 

The door swings ajar and you see that the 

woman really is floating in the air, completely 

surrounded by her strange glow of light. She grins at 

your obvious surprise.  

 

“Here” she remarks with a grin as she throws a 

magic bag into your fumbling hands, “I suspect you’ll 

need this. I think your other stuff is somewhere nearby, 

but I didn’t get a very good look around. Be careful, a lot 

of these cells have magic that has been neglected for far 

too long. This place is really dangerous.” She throws a 

wink in your direction. “But don’t let that stop you!” 

 

With a giggle, she rises up another foot into the 

air, fading from sight as she goes, leaving only her 

echoing laugh as proof of her existence. 

 

You lean against the open door. You’re in for a 

rough journey. To reach the Oracle, you’ll need to escape 

this prison and make your way through the city of 



 

 

Pesaphena, gathering supplies and avoiding wizards as 

you go. You’ll then need to somehow make your way 

down to the sea, at the base of the mile-high peninsula 

on which the city sits. From there, you should be able to 

find a boat to the main island where you’ll have to trek 

through dangerous forests and mountains to reach the 

Oracle near the top of the peaks. 

 

You groan. It seems like it would be easier to just 

stay in the cell. Somewhere deep down, though, you 

know that’s not an option. 

 

(You now have a magic bag and may store items 

in your inventory.) 

 

To continue, turn to Section 212. 

 



 

 

166 

You cough as you wipe the muck from your face 

and get to your knees. In the faint light, you can see that 

the prisoner before you is a huge, muscle-bound man 

with a thick tangle of red beard. He’s leaning against the 

wall with his arms crossed, an expression of curious 

patience on his face. 

 

“I’m a wizard. I was imprisoned” you lamely 

begin. He raises an eyebrow but continues to stare 

stolidly at you. You try again, “Have you heard anything 

about wizards being imprisoned? I’m trying to figure out 

why I’m here.” 

  

He unfolds his arms and kneels down to your 

level, “Don’t get much news down here. Your kind are 

pretty good at keeping us in the dark.” He spits out this 

last word. The hostility of the statement is not lost on 

you. He continues, “All I heard was that a few weeks ago 

some wizard was chosen by demons to be their leader.” 

He flicks a casual yet calculating glance in your 

direction, “Somehow, I don’t think that’s you.” 

 

The man stands back up, flexing his muscles 

impressively as he rises. You can’t help but notice he 

could probably kill you with his bare hands. You’re also 

unpleasantly aware of the fact that he likely would have 

no qualms against doing so. 

 

“They call me The Red Barbarian. I came here 

from Maloreth and was imprisoned unfairly after a few 

dozen tavern brawls. I mean to get out and can’t help 

but notice you’ve got a dagger on ya.” He points towards 



 

 

your weapon with intent, “Let me have it so I can pry 

open the lock on this door.” 

 

You get the very distinct impression that this is 

more a demand than a request. Still, it’s your dagger 

and you aren’t entirely sure you want to let it go. 

 

If you choose to give him your dagger, turn to Section 

89. 

 

If you refuse his request, turn to Section 189. 

 



 

 

171 

You head down the stairs into the darkness. At 

the bottom of the stairwell you come across a single 

large room. Dusty glassware lines the shelves and the 

whole place smells sharply of copper. You step into the 

room and begin to cough as you kick up massive 

amounts of dust. You lean against a shelf for support, 

only have it pull from the wall and spill its ancient 

glassware all over the floor. 

 

Strange liquids mix and pool for only a few 

seconds before being absorbed by the thirsty stone. You 

peer at the shattered glassware on the floor and find a 

few potions unbroken. Searching the rest of the vials 

carefully you come across two possible potions that 

could be worth something. However, they’re unlabeled, 

so you have no idea what they could do. 

 

If you possess Earth Lore and would like to use it to 

help identify the potions, turn to Section 115. 

 

If you would like to taste the pale, clear, red potion, turn 

to Section 25. 

 

If you would like to taste the murky green potion, turn 

to Section 199.  

 

If you’d rather leave both potions alone, you can leave 

the room by turning to Section 323. 

 



 

 

182 

The runes inscribed on the medallion are of a 

dark script, created by a cult over four hundred years 

ago. Such relics were only given to their highest-ranking 

necromancers. The skeleton in front of you is likely one 

such man. The amulet is very dangerous. You once saw 

the ashes from one after it was used to resurrect its 

owner from the dead. The area of the prison in which 

you stand must contain some very strong fields of anti-

magic to block the amulet. What you’re less able to tell 

is just how much the blocks have begun to fade. 

 

Given how much the medallion has already 

affected the surroundings, you feel confident that if it’s 

not taken far away, this powerful necromancer could 

begin to resurrect at any time. The only problem is that 

you don’t know what the dark magic contained within 

the amulet could do to you if you do take it. 

 

If you choose to take the medallion anyway, turn to 

Section 32. 

 

If you’d rather leave it here hoping the necromancer 

won’t resurrect, turn to Section 343. 



 

 

189 

His face becomes an ugly sneer as you 

protectively cover your weapon with your hand. He 

unfolds from the nearby wall and approaches you with a 

terrible speed. 

 

“Fine. I guess we’ll just do this the uncivilized 

way then.” He cocks back his arm and the last thing you 

see before being slammed into unconsciousness is a 

massive fist heading straight for your face. 

 

You awake to a pounding pain and the feel of 

cold stone underneath. Groaning, you get unsteadily to 

your feet and reflect on how you shouldn’t have refused 

a man three times your size with ten times the muscle. 

You let out a moan of dismay to find that he’s robbed 

you of everything but your loincloth. (Erase all your 

possessions from your Adventure Record.) Touching a 

hand to your face, you find your cheek and eye very 

swollen and tender to the touch. You laugh at thinking 

that now you must only look marginally like yourself. If 

you manage to make it up to the city, at least no one will 

be able to recognize your face. 

 

You stagger to the open door of the prison cell. It 

seems this cell was more ordinary and bound by less 

magical means. It also appears that a dagger was all he 

needed to free himself. You rephrase this after looking 

out into the hallway; it appears a dagger was all he 

needed to free everyone in the whole block. 

 

Down the hall, you can see signs of fighting. A 

few dead guards lie at the end of the hall, stripped of 

their valuables, lying in cooling pools of their own blood. 



 

 

You begin to suspect that the Red Barbarian was more 

than just a simple tavern brawler. 

 

Not looking for any more trouble, you head in the 

opposite direction from the sounds of distant fighting 

and soon come to a door. Opening it, you hobble into the 

room and tightly latch the door behind you before taking 

a good look around. 

 

To continue, turn to Section 108. 

 



 

 

190 

The passageway you have chosen leads straight 

for many yards, sloping down slightly as it goes. You 

suspect that it is about to lead to some sort of major 

junction and these suspicions are confirmed when you 

pass through an arch and find yourself at the upper 

level of a large, balconied room. 

 

You squint from the sudden light, temporarily 

blinded by the glow of torches. Suddenly panicky at 

what could attack, you strain your other senses to keep 

you alive. You pick up the sound of a bubbling cauldron 

and the smell of fresh food. Someone has been living 

here and you’d best be cautious. You quickly drop to the 

floor in case anyone is around. 

 

As your sight returns, you see a balcony ahead. 

You quietly crawl over and peer beyond the balcony to 

see who resides below. A quick scan of the area reveals 

you’re alone. You hop down and search for anything 

useful. The area looks like a guard station. The area is 

clean and looks more functional than homely. The guard 

is probably watching over some nearby habited area of 

the prison. His stew is of meager fare and his equipment 

could only be described as ‘serviceable’ at best. Your eye 

is quickly drawn to a basic staff [S: 8] [weapon] [*6B] 

leaning against a nearby wall.  

 

However, you barely have time to wrap your 

hand around it when you suddenly hear an intake of 

breath and a gruff voice come from behind. “Jest what 

do yeh think yer doin, lad?” The guard is standing in 

one of the many doorways to the room, holding a sword 



 

 

at the ready to impale you. He looks nervous, but 

determined to stop you: 

 

Guard: [18 health] 

1-3) Miss: Enemy misses 

4-10) Shielding: Enemy takes 2 less damage 

11-17) Lucky Hit: You lose 4 health 

18-20) Loud Cry: 1 duplicate joins the fight 

 

If you win this fight, turn to Section 257. 

 

If not, turn to Section 201. 
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The cork for the green potion sticks a bit, but 

you’re eventually able to remove it and break the seal. 

Hoping for the best, you dip in a finger and take a taste. 

As it slides down your throat you suddenly feel more 

nimble. Your fingers itch to do something precise. 

 

This murky green liquid is a vial of bladeweed 

[S: 1] [*10B]. When used in combat, it will increase the 

damage done by every non-magical attack by 1 for the 

entire fight. It’s a fairly concentrated potion and can be 

used twice before its gone. Once the bladeweed is 

consumed, you can keep the empty vial [S: 1] [*2 for 

1B]. 

 

If you would like to taste the pale, clear, red potion and 

have not already done so, turn to Section 25. 

 

If you’d rather leave the red potion alone or if you have 

already tried both, you can leave the room by turning to 

Section 323. 
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Now that you have your possessions you feel far 

better. (Remember that you may now cast spells and use 

magic.) You sigh in relief as you scan over the casting 

scrolls in your hand. You may not be the most powerful 

wizard, but you still have some command over the 

mystic arts. You smile. Men say that the darkness 

should be feared for what it contains, but you know 

there’s nothing more frightening than a wizard in 

combat. You have been made whole. 

 

You’re walking through a dark corridor when you 

accidentally place your foot into a small trickling stream 

of water. The feel of something so ordinary shocks you 

from your reverie. The sound of the gently flowing water 

is nearly thunderous after the long silence. Everything 

in this dungeon has been so static; this is the only 

moving thing you’ve seen in hours. You follow the 

stream to its source. It’s coming from a weak, cracked 

wall. As you probe with your staff, entire chunks of 

masonry break and reveal a section of older passages 

beyond.  

 

You nod in satisfaction. Pesaphena is a city built 

upon itself. Old cellars go down dozens of levels, 

gradually merging with the caves below. No one has 

mapped out even a fraction of the caverns. The older 

sections in front of you were likely once part of the 

prison complex thousands of years ago. Once you 

escape into them, you could almost certainly find a path 

leading up to the surface. 

 

You hurriedly knock away the rest of the 

masonry to create a hole wide enough to squeeze 



 

 

through. The air on the other side feels a touch cooler 

and moister. The style of architecture is notably different 

as well. Mold covers portions of the walls and 

mushrooms grow from cracks in the stone floor. No 

guards will be patrolling these old halls, but you’ll 

almost certainly have to still be on guard against old, 

decaying magic. 

 

Your hunch is quickly confirmed. You’ve walked 

for only a few minutes when you make a turn in the 

corridor and come across a pool of faintly bubbling 

liquid. It fills the small, circular room ahead from wall to 

wall, entirely blocking your path. The liquid in the pool 

is faint green and emits a sharp metallic scent that 

twists and curls in a thin steam. While the pool is only a 

few inches deep, you don’t think it would be safe to walk 

through. You’ll have to find another means of crossing.  

 

 

Interested in reading more? Purchase the full book at 

blackstaffgamebooks.webs.com! 

http://blackstaffgamebooks.webs.com/
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You’ve fought your best but the battle has proved 

to be too much. As the final blow is delivered, your world 

becomes pain and your eyes close, never to open again. 

 

Your life and adventure have ended. 

 



 

 

212 

You stare out the open door into the hallway. It 

already feels like the strange woman was just a dream. 

You look at the open door and at the magic bag clutched 

in your hands, scowling. They’re proof of the reality of 

things. You almost wish the strange woman had never 

come. You would have peacefully rotted your life away in 

this cell. Yet now you’re about to embark on an 

adventure, your life likely to be at risk dozens of times 

over.  

 

Tears well up in your eyes; you never asked for 

this. All you wanted was to live out your life as a 

Loremaster, helping others. Yet now, everything has 

changed. Some strange woman is depending on you and 

you don’t even know what you’ve done. You don’t want 

to have to flee colleagues and friends, but you’re being 

forced to. You don’t want an adventure, yet it’s 

happening nonetheless. Your tears turn to hot anger as 

you reach a decision. You’re going to find whoever was 

responsible for this and make sure they pay the price for 

what they’ve done to you. 

 

With hot resolve you march into the hall and 

stare down its length in both directions, as if to frighten 

the very blackness away. A few seconds pass and your 

anger comes crashing down, shattering into a million 

pieces under the oppressive force of this deep prison.  

 

The weight of thousands of tons of stone above 

presses on your mind, forcing you to think upon the 

gravity of your situation. You don’t know which path 

leads out, or even what ‘out’ will look like. Your choice 

may as well be random. 



 

 

 

 
 

If you wish to go left down the hallway, turn to Section 

303. 

 

If you wish to go right down the hallway, turn to Section 

81. 

 



 

 

231 

Right before you can bring the stone down, the 

guard comes awake with a start and yelps at seeing you. 

He quickly gets to his feet, awkwardly fumbling for his 

spear: 

 

Rookie Guard: [15 health] 

1-3) Miss: Enemy misses 

4-10) Spear Jab: You lose 1 health 

11-17) Sharp Stab: You lose 2 health 

18-20) Cowardly: Enemy runs from the fight 

 

Special: Due to the nature of your surprise 

attack, you get 2 free attacks before he can attack back. 

Your chunk of stone hits on an 8 or better and removes 

4 health with each hit. 

 

If you win this combat, turn to Section 281. 

 

If not, turn to Section 201. 
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You once spent a week up in the high mountains 

where a lot of the more dangerous creatures lurk. The 

remains in front of you are very reminiscent of a 

mountain troll, but they’ve been mutilated and 

experimented upon. Some bones have multiple breaks or 

end in strange truncations. Looking more closely, you 

can see that it has a gold tooth [S: 1] [*35B]. This 

would have marked it as a leader of its tribe. You also 

notice that what you thought was a club in its hand is 

actually a torch [S: 4] [*2 for 1B]. 

 

You’re about to explore the chains in more detail 

when you hear the sound of footsteps coming down the 

hall. It sounds as if a guard is approaching and he’ll 

surely see the open door before too much longer. 

 

If you wish to attack the guard as he pokes his head into 

the room, turn to Section 133. 

 

If you’d prefer to search the room for another way out, 

turn to Section 266. 

 



 

 

250 

As you continue down the hall, you quickly 

discover why it appears so bereft of use. The hallway 

ends in a large pile of rubble stretching from floor to 

ceiling. You would hazard a guess that this portion of 

the prison collapsed long ago and no one bothered to fix 

it. Bearing a more critical eye on the rubble, you think 

you could climb it and squeeze through one of several 

holes visible at the top, making your way up to the next 

higher level. In the dim light it’s hard to tell how long the 

pile has been here or how stable it may be. 

 

If you decide to climb the pile, turn to Section 101. 

 

If you’d rather not, you can take the last intersection 

you saw and continue on by turning to Section 190. 

 



 

 

255 

You manage to get your torch alight using a 

small stone on the floor (remember to erase this item 

from your Adventure Record). The light pushes back the 

darkness only marginally, proving all the more that this 

darkness isn’t natural. However, the torchlight proves to 

be good enough for you to sidestep many loose blocks 

and holes in the floor.  

 

After hours of navigating through the dark, you 

come across a large, oak door. It looks recently used. 

The lock on the door has been left open, as if someone 

popped out for a minute to take care of some business 

and didn’t think about security.  

 

Gingerly pushing the door open, you find 

yourself in a storeroom. Locked boxes on narrow shelves 

line the walls, and some items even spill out onto the 

floor. More surprising is that you find a table in the 

center of the room piled with items that look familiar. 

Your possessions sit in a neat pile. You don’t know why 

your items were so far from you cell, but you decide not 

to complain. You find the following: 

 

A basic staff [S: 8] [weapon] [*6B] 

A set of wizard robes [S: 8] [equip] [*7B], 

 marking you as a member of the Order. 

A map case (This is a special item with its own 

 space on your Adventure Record.) 

The casting scrolls you chose at the start of this 

 adventure. 

A gem pouch that can hold up to 40 gems. This 

 pouch contains 2 Blues and 1 Green. 

 



 

 

 
 

You feel a touch of disappointment that more of 

your possessions weren’t here but you suppose 

something is better than nothing. With a grin and a 

feeling that you may yet get out of this prison, you 

continue to the far side of this small storeroom and open 

the door ahead of you. 

 

To continue, turn to Section 200. 

 



 

 

257 

 Your final blow knocks the guard unconscious. 

He slumps unmoving against the wall in front of you. 

Your breathing slows and you begin to relax. A frantic 

search of the nearby area indicates that this man was 

the only one stationed here.  

 

You begin to wonder which exit from this room 

he was guarding. Many paths branch from here and 

wherever he was patrolling is sure to be nearer an exit. 

You look down at the ground and discover a thick carpet 

of dust. Many of the paths here haven’t been walked in 

decades. 

 

The dust has been disturbed under only one 

doorway. Following it, you soon come to another 

balconied room, this one filled with occupied prison 

cells. One of the cells, however, is about to be emptied 

as its prisoner is mere moments from getting hold of a 

key that has fallen on the floor. 

 

If you wish to help the prisoners escape, turn to Section 

146. 

 

If you possess Social Lore and wish to use it to discern 

these men, turn to Section 347. 

 

If you want to knock the key away, turn to Section 388. 

 



 

 

266 

As the footsteps get closer, you frantically scan 

the room for another way out. Your eyes fall on a small 

grating set in the floor. It looks like it was probably used 

for bathroom needs. You scramble over to it and test the 

bars. The rusted metal easily gives way to your 

desperate pulling. You drop the bars to the side, the 

clank of metal on stone loud in your ears. 

 

You wince and realize the guard surely must 

have heard. The footsteps pound faster, confirming your 

fears. Taking a deep breath, you quickly jump into the 

hole and squeeze yourself down into the depths. You’re 

surprised to find the hole widens a bit after just a few 

feet. You start skidding and sliding down a slick tunnel. 

The smell is musty, old, and quite unpleasant, but you 

bear with it hoping this path will lead you somewhere 

with a chance for escape. 

 

You suddenly sense openings all around and a 

deep void below, so you thrust your arm out to catch a 

passing lip, rather than falling into the pit of sewage 

you’re likely to find waiting far below. Your arm twists 

with the sudden jerking motion (lose 1 health) but your 

fall is halted. With great effort, you pull yourself up and 

squeeze into the new tunnel. The smell is fresh and 

terrible; the cells here must be more recently occupied. 

You cling to the hope that such cells will be closer to an 

exit. Coughing and retching, you smash through 

another grating into a dimly-lit cell.  

 

All you can think about is the terrible smell. This 

passes when you become slowly aware that this cell is 

occupied. A prisoner stares mutely at you from a far 



 

 

corner of the cell. You groan and cough out muck, 

rolling on your back. You desperately hope the other 

person is neither armed nor hostile. You’re still reeling 

from your journey through sewage too much to tell what 

they look like, so you’ll have to decide now whether 

you’ll make the first move or wait for the unknown 

occupant to speak first. 

 

If you prefer to make the first move and greet the 

stranger, turn to Section 166. 

 

If you’d prefer to wait, lying silently on the floor for the 

stranger to speak first, turn to Section 377. 

 



 

 

281 

You hit the guard squarely over the head with 

the stone, sending him collapsing to the floor. You throw 

your makeshift weapon aside, anxious to examine his 

wound. As you had hoped, it doesn’t appear too deep. 

The guard should wake up in a handful of hours with 

nothing more than a headache and a grudge. 

 

Searching through his possessions, you find a 

simple set of clothing, a belt [S: 2] [equip] [*1B], a 

dagger [S: 3] [weapon] [*10B], and a small gem pouch 

containing 12 Blues. (This pouch can hold up to 40 

gemstones. Make sure you record this on your 

adventure record.) Unfortunately, the man’s spear 

appears to have broken when he collapsed forward on 

his bare desk, and is thus unusable. You grab the 

dagger. It’s the best weapon available and you’d be 

foolish to continue without it. There appears to be 

nothing left here. You leave to continue your search for a 

way out of the prison.  

 

Immediately beyond the guardroom, you come 

across a heavy door covered with strange sigils. 

 

If you wish to investigate this door in more detail, turn 

to Section 333. 

 

If you’d rather just keep going down the hall, turn to 

Section 250. 

 



 

 

299 

You run down a darkened corridor to the sounds 

of men fighting behind you. In the frantic melee your 

escape goes unnoticed. A few dozen yards in, you come 

across a small recess in the wall. In the recess is a small 

chest that appears to have been untainted by time or 

neglect. Your interested has been piqued, but you’re also 

immediately suspicious. After all, prisons aren’t usually 

noted for their treasure. 

 

Gingerly reaching out a hand, you open the box. 

You flinch, expecting some trap to go off but none does. 

You begin to wonder if perhaps this box was placed here 

by the odd woman who released you from your cell. 

Whatever the source, the box and its treasure seem real 

enough. Reaching into the padded interior, you remove a 

small metal amulet engraved with a shield. If you wish 

to keep this Minor Shield Amulet [S: 1] [equip] [*100B] 

be sure to record it in your Adventure Record. (This 

amulet will allow you to reduce damage taken from an 

enemy one time by 1 health each fight.) Under the chest 

you see a small pile of 12 Blues. 

 

Moving past the now emptied chest you travel 

down the hall until you come to a stout wooden door. It 

seems as good a place to hide as any, so you open the 

door, enter, and close it solidly behind you before 

looking around. 

 

To continue, turn to Section 108. 

 



 

 

303 

You head down the hall. The slap of your bare 

feet on stone echoes down the hallway, causing you to 

wince. Time stretches out as you walk down numerous 

dark hallways. You eventually lose track of how far 

you’ve come and how much time you’ve spent walking. 

 

You round another corner, similar to many 

others you’ve passed, and suddenly go blind. Bright light 

fills your vision, drowning out all else. You jump back 

around the last corner, shielding your eyes and cursing. 

You blink rapidly, your eyes watering as they adjust to 

the light. The corridor here is lit and the floor swept 

clean. You realize you’ve stumbled upon an inhabited 

area. You swear to yourself; you’ll have to be a lot more 

careful than this if you’re to survive. 

 

Peering around more cautiously, you become 

aware of gentle snoring coming from down the hall. As 

carefully as you know how, you sneak up to the next 

doorway and peer inside. Golden light spills across the 

floor, illuminating what looks to be a guardroom. A 

dumpy man lies asleep in his chair, living up to the 

stereotype of bored guards everywhere. You know from 

having talked to some guards in days past that rookies 

are usually put to duty in jobs like these. 

 

Looking around a bit more, you see that he has 

some useful equipment. While the thought of attacking 

the guard makes you feel a little sick to your stomach, 

you know that this is a matter of survival. The 

alternative to attacking would be to remain defenseless 

in this prison until somebody with more skill finds you 

and deals with you. 



 

 

 

You silently pick up a loose chunk of masonry 

from the floor and steel yourself. Your resolve is set.  

 

Pick a random number:  

 

If you rolled a 6 or lower, turn to Section 231. 

 

If you rolled a 7 or higher, turn to Section 281. 

 



 

 

310 

You carefully look over the remains of the 

creature. You can’t even begin to guess what it could 

have been. The creature looks like it suffered at the 

hands of torture before dying. Some of its bones have 

multiple fractures and some end in very obviously non-

natural ways. Whatever this thing was, it didn’t live a 

pleasant last few weeks in this cell. 

 

Looking around the rest of the cell, the only thing 

of use you can find is a torch [S: 4] [*2 for 1B]. You 

may take it with you if you wish. 

 

You’re about to leave the room when you hear 

the sound of footsteps coming down the hall. It sounds 

as if a guard is approaching. He’s guaranteed to see the 

open door before too much longer. 

 

If you wish to attack the guard as he pokes his head into 

the room, turn to Section 133. 

 

If you’d prefer to search the room for another way out, 

turn to Section 266. 

 

 



 

 

323 

You head onward, eager to find a way out. The 

path before you starts to become very dark; far more 

quickly than you’d have thought possible. You begin to 

suspect there’s probably some magic at play here but 

decide to press on anyways. You hold your right arm out 

to the side and let it brush against the wall as you walk 

so as not to lose your way. Within a few turnings, the 

path has become dark as pitch and you begin to worry 

that you’ll get lost down here. 

 

If you have a torch, turn to Section 255. 

 

If not, turn to Section 76. 

 



 

 

333 

You approach the door, hoping to get a better 

look. You can’t make out most of the runes and sigils as 

they’ve faded over many long years, but it looks like it 

once contained something interesting, powerful, or both. 

 

Not expecting much, you push on the door and 

are surprised to find it opens with ease. The creak of old 

hinges reverberates down the hall, causing you to wince. 

Whatever held this door shut has long ago ceased to 

function. Hopefully, whatever dangers this room once 

contained have ceased to function as well. 

 

You pause to let your eyes adjust to the dark. 

You’re greeted by a grisly sight, causing a shudder to 

run down your back. A creature lies in this room, 

shackled to the wall. You carefully move back against 

the far corner, watching for any sign that it may attack. 

After a tense, silent minute, you begin to feel a little 

foolish as you realize the creature before you has long 

since died. You just wish you knew exactly what it was. 

 

If you have Earth Lore and wish to use it to try and 

identify the creature, turn to Section 241. 

 

If you don’t have Earth Lore but wish to take a closer 

look at the creature anyways, turn to Section 310. 

 

If you’d prefer to leave the creature alone, you can leave 

the room and continue down the hall by turning to 

Section 250. 

 



 

 

343 

The medallion fills you with a sense of unease, as 

if someone were walking over your grave. You decide to 

leave it with its unlucky owner. As you turn away, you 

hear a ghostly sigh and feel a chill wind. You whip 

around quickly, just in time to see a blue glow infuse the 

skeleton, causing its lifeless hand to twitch and clutch 

into a fist. With a dry cackle, the skeleton rises up and 

steps unsteadily through the bars. 

 

What stands before you is a necromancer in the 

first stages of resurrection. His dark medallion is slowly 

bringing him back, and you must defeat him if you wish 

to stop him from regaining the full measure of his 

power: 

 

Skeletal Necromancer: [22 health] 

1-4) Miss: Enemy misses 

5-9) Sick Aura: You lose 2 magic 

10-16) Wave of Evil: You lose 3 health 

17-20) Bonewall: Enemy takes 3 less damage 

 

Undead: This enemy can't be hurt by poison or 

mental damage, but takes double damage from fire or 

holy attacks. 

 

If you win this battle, turn to Section 65. 

 

If not, turn to Section 201. 

 



 

 

347 

To the trained eye of human nature, these men 

are as transparent as glass. Should you help free them, 

many will likely turn on you or each other merely to 

create chaos and get out their frustrations. However, not 

all these men would follow this path; some of them look 

more keen and calculating and could even side with you 

in exchange for freeing them. While you can tell which 

men would do this, you aren’t sure you could free them 

first. Freeing the prisoners would likely end in a fight, 

but could gain you valuable allies in the long run. 

 

If you still choose to help free the prisoners, turn to 

Section 146. 

 

If you’d rather choose to stay safe and knock the key 

away, turn to Section 388. 

 



 

 

360 

You cautiously hand your flask through the bars. 

The man unfolds his mighty frame and casually walks 

over to take it. You expect him to down the whole thing 

in one gulp, but he takes only a small sip, rationing the 

rest for later. (Remember to remove the flask from your 

inventory.) 

 

He looks back up at you with a gaze that has 

become friendlier without becoming any less dangerous, 

as if you are now on his side in a war instead of siding 

with the enemy. “Would be nice to pay you back for that, 

but I’m not really rich with possessions. And don’t 

bother trying to free me. The door has magic runes on 

both sides.” 

 

You attempt to offer some consolation, “My door 

released on its own. Perhaps yours will as well?” You 

throw this out as a suggestion, hoping it will make 

things better. You feel a small pang of guilt in the pit of 

your stomach for giving him false hope, but you figure 

false hope is better than none. 

 

The man grunts. Lifting the flask, he bids you 

farewell, “See you some day, eh?” He flashes a smile that 

makes this statement seem more a promise than a hope. 

You’re unsure whether this is a good thing or a bad 

thing. 

 

(Make note on your Adventure Record that you’ve 

met the Red Barbarian and that his attitude toward you 

is favorable.) 

 



 

 

Shrugging, you turn from the portal and 

continue on your way down the corridor. You’ve barely 

taken twenty paces when you come across a strange 

wooden door. 

 

If you wish to investigate this out-of-place door, turn to 

Section 110. 

 

If you’d prefer to keep searching for escape elsewhere, 

turn to Section 190. 

 



 

 

377 

You lie on the floor nervously for a few minutes. 

Time stretches out as the stranger makes no effort to 

initiate conversation. You can feel the situation 

becoming more and more awkward. Finally, he breaks 

the silence and speaks. 

 

“Not the talking type, eh? Just barge into another 

man’s cell and lay on the floor like a fish gasping to 

breathe? You could at least look at me.” This last 

sentence is followed by a gob of spit striking the cold 

stone an inch from your head. You decide now would be 

a good time to move. 

 

You cough as you wipe the muck from your face 

and get to your knees. In the faint light, you can see that 

the prisoner before you is a huge, muscle-bound man 

with a thick tangle of red beard. He’s leaning against the 

wall with his arms crossed, an expression of curious 

patience on his face. 

 

“They call me The Red Barbarian. I came here 

from Maloreth and was imprisoned unfairly after a few 

dozen tavern brawls. I mean to get out and can’t help 

but notice you’ve got a dagger on ya.” He points towards 

your weapon with intent, “Let me have it so I can pry 

open the lock on this door.” 

 

You get the very distinct impression that this is 

more a demand than a request. Still, it’s your dagger 

and you aren’t entirely sure you want to let it go. 

 

If you choose to give him your dagger, turn to Section 

89. 



 

 

 

If you refuse his request, turn to Section 189. 

 



 

 

388 

You rush towards the cell and kick the key away 

from the prisoner just before he grasps it. He curses and 

spits and you. A loud din rises from the rest of the 

assembled men in the other cells nearby. You hear many 

screams cry out for your death, but your attention is 

caught by an odd note of laughter among the screams. It 

appears to be coming from an old man a few cells away. 

You turn to him, interested in why he would laugh. He 

looks you straight in the eye, “You’d best run, magic 

boy” 

 

A sudden pain shoots through your mind and 

you feel some of your magic power being drawn out 

(subtract 2 magic). Weaving a series of strange gestures, 

the old man points toward the lock on his cell and it 

snaps open with a click that echoes over the sound of 

the arguing convicts. Another gesture and you hear a 

series of clicks all up and down the line. With a crow of 

triumph, men pour out of the cells, many hurrying to 

release their friends. Realizing you’ve just angered a 

number of these men, you begin to run down the hall as 

quickly as you can. 

 

To continue, turn to Section 299. 



 

 

398 

You follow the spiraling stairs up, reaching the 

top after a long walk. The flight ends at a doorway to a 

fairly well-lit room. You stand beside the arch and listen 

intently to hear if there are any guards inside. After 

several minutes, you finally decide the room is safe and 

peer in. 

 

It is lit by magical means and appears to be a 

long-disused stockroom. Crates of spoiled food line one 

wall and a large number of broken weapons line the 

other. It seems that no one has been here in decades. 

You’re determined to find something of value here and 

start diligently searching. You’re rewarded with a small 

pile of useful items: 

 

2 healer’s kits [S: 2] [*7B] 

1 rusty dagger [S: 3] [weapon] [*2B]. (It will 

 break after 10 attacks.) 

Strips of cloth [S: 1] [other] [5 for 1B] (tucked 

 in to your belt) 

 

You also find a torch, which you promptly light 

(as you immediately light it, do not record this torch on 

your Adventure Record). You’ve noticed that while this 

storeroom is bright, the corridor ahead is filled with inky 

darkness. Seeing nothing else of value, you hold the 

torch high and start down the dark passage ahead. 

 

To continue, turn to Section 255. 



 

 

APPENDIX A: BASIC ITEMS 

 

In your adventures you will come across many 

items both strange and mundane. The table below 

contains a listing of objects you may purchase or sell 

when told you have been in town for a full day without 

anything exciting or dangerous happening. Following, 

you will find descriptions of these items. 

 

ITEM SIZE COST VALUE 

Flask or Vial 1 1 Blue *2 for 1 Blue 

Hand Mirror 2 10 Blues *5 Blues 

Rations 3 5 Blues *2 Blues 

Spellspice root 3 5 Blues *2 Blues 

Rope 4 10 Blues *5 Blues 

Soap Bar 1 1 Blue *2 for 1 Blue 

Chalk 1 1 Blue *2 for 1 Blue  

Spyglass 3 500 Blues *250 Blues 

Torch 4 1 Blue *2 for 1 Blue 

Skeleton Key  100 Blues ---- 

Dagger 3 20 Blues *10 Blues 

Healer’s Kit 2 15 Blues *7 Blues 

Spellstone 1 15 Blues *7 Blues 

Map case special 10 Blues ----- 

Gem Pouch (40) special 10 Blues ---- 

Ale In flask 1 Blue *2 for 1 Blue 

Basic Staff 8 12 Blues *6 Blues 

Magic Bag Special 60 Blues ---- 

Waterskin 4 10 Blues *5 Blues 

 

Flask or Vial – S: 1 – A simple bottle or container 

that can be used to hold many liquids or small 

objects. They are typically made of glass or metal 



 

 

and capped with cork and come in a wide variety of 

colors, shapes, and designs. 

 

Hand Mirror – S: 2 – A small piece of reflective 

glass or metal set into an ivory, wood, or metal 

frame. The hand mirror is useful for peering 

around corners or under doors, detecting 

breath from creatures, or even to see certain 

magical effects. 

 

Rations – S: 3 – These small paper-

wrapped parcels contain Jerky, 

cheese, bread, and other non-

perishable items to keep you alive in 

the wilds. They can be eaten cold or 

hot and contain enough nutrients to restore health to 

full when resting. 

 

Spellspice Root – S: 3 – This spice is used 

to add a subtle flavor to food the world over. 

It is made by grinding the root of a specific 

plant that thrives deep underground. Long ago, wizards 

found that in small doses, freshly ground Spellspice 

could restore magical ability. When resting, you can 

grind and consume one root to restore your magic to 

full. 

 

Rope – S: 4 – Twined hemp or cord 

wound into long strands. Most rope can 

hold a minimum of 500 pounds without 

breaking. The most common ropes of 

this size are in 60-foot lengths. 

 

 



 

 

 

Soap Bar – S: 1 – An item that would not be 

considered vital by most adventurers, a simple 

bar of soap can have many uses such as 

slicking surfaces, imprinting keys, and cleaning a 

telltale stench off the body. 

 

Spyglass – S: 3 – Can be used to 

magnify distant objects. If taken 

apart, however, the spyglass can 

also be used for a multitude of 

small, finer manipulations. 

 

Torch – S: 4 – A simple yet 

effective way of providing 

light for those traveling in 

the dark places of the earth. 

 

Skeleton Key –  This special key was made 

with incredible magic that allow the user to 

open any door with a standard lock. The magic 

that powers these keys is limited and can only be used 

to open 2 doors before it has run its course and 

crumbles to dust. 

 

Dagger – S: 3 – A simple weapon 

designed to surprise the enemy. It 

can also be used to pry locks, clean 

simple objects, or whittle. If held as 

a weapon, the dagger can be used to attack. (See the 

weapons appendix for statistics.) 

 

 



 

 

Healer’s Kit – S: 2 – The healer’s kit is a 

set of bandages, powders, and unguents 

designed to heal even the most grievous 

of wounds. Each kit has the capacity to 

heal 7 health. 

 

Spellstone – S: 2 –Pure magic made solid and 

portable, the Spellstone helps keep mages from 

running out of magic at the wrong time. Some 

wizards can create their own store of this rock, gaining 

back as much magic as they first put into it. When 

bought, Spellstone has enough stored energy to 

regenerate 5 magic at once. Using a Spellstone to regain 

magic takes a small amount of time and cannot be done 

while you are fighting or are in dire peril. 

 

Pouches and Bags – (special 

items already taken into 

account on your Adventure 

Record) – These come in two 

main types: Gem pouches and 

magic bags. Gem pouches hold the gems used for 

currency and are usually firmly tied to deter theft. Magic 

bags are a little more ornate, and mystically contain 

more space on the inside than the outside. Both can be 

bought but only gem pouches can be sold. You may only 

carry one of each! 

 

Map case – (special item already on your 

Adventure Record) – These airtight, watertight 

containers are generally made of bone, metal, 

or wood and serve the purpose of keeping up to 

five maps or other important documents safe 

from damage. If your map case is lost, you 



 

 

could be at risk of losing key information! Note that if 

you don’t have a map you shouldn’t be looking at the 

maps at the beginning of each adventure. 

 

Staves – S: 8 – Wizard staves, while uncommon, are not 

unheard-of. There are many staves with different 

magical properties and different attacks, so it is best to 

keep an eye out for one that will suit your needs and 

style best. 

 



 

 

APPENDIX B: WEAPONS 

 

The following weapons can be found at one point 

or another within this adventure. Each listing includes 

the name of the weapon, the size if stored in your 

inventory, whether it takes 1 hand or both to wield, any 

special key words, and the value if sold. This is followed 

by a listing of different effects from attack rolls. 

 

Basic Staff 

[S: 8] [2-handed weapon] [*6B] 

1-6) Miss 

7-14) Enemy loses 6 health 

15-19) Enemy loses 7 health 

20) Enemy loses 9 health 

 

Dagger  

[S: 3] [1-handed weapon] [*10B] 

1-4) Miss 

5-10) Enemy loses 5 health 

11-18) Enemy loses 6 health 

19-20) Enemy loses 7 health 

 

Dwarven Warhammer 

[S: 6] [2-handed weapon] [*30B] 

1-8) Miss 

9-13) Enemy loses 7 health 

14-18) Enemy loses 8 health 

19-20) Enemy can’t attack next turn, loses 8 

  health 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Dwarven Warhammer of the North 

[S: 6] [2-handed weapon] [ice] [*100B] 

Each attack of this weapon deals ice damage. 

1-8) Miss 

9-13) Enemy loses 8 health 

14-18) Enemy loses 9 health 

19-20) Enemy can’t attack next turn, loses 8 

health 

 

Ghost Axe 

[S: 6] [1-handed weapon] [ethereal] [*100B] 

Same statistics as the woodcutter’s axe, but this 

weapon can damage undead and be sensed by them as 

well. Additionally, this axe does 12 damage on a random 

number of 20, instead of 8. 

 

Netherfall Dagger 

[S: 3] [1-handed weapon] [ethereal] [*100B] 

Same statistics as a normal dagger but deals 

double damage to undead. 

 

Netherfire Staff 

[S: 8] [2-handed weapon] [fire] [*100B] 

Same statistics as a basic staff, but if this staff is 

in hand while fire magic is cast, an additional 2 fire 

damage will be dealt to the enemy. 

 

Oak Club 

[S: 4] [1-handed weapon] [*6B] 

1-8) Miss 

9-13) Enemy loses 6 health 

14-18) Enemy loses 7 health 

19-20) Enemy loses 8 health 

 



 

 

Petrachi Umbilicus Dagger 

[S: 3] [1-handed weapon] [leeching] [*100B] 

Same statistics as a normal dagger but 

replenishes 1 health to you with each successful attack. 

 

Petrachi Umbilicus Staff 

[S: 8] [2-handed weapon] [leeching] [*100B] 

Same statistics as a normal staff but replenishes 

1 magic to you with each successful attack. 

 

Spear 

[S: 8] [2-handed weapon] [*10B] 

1-5) Miss 

6-13) Enemy loses 5 health 

14-18) Enemy loses 6 health 

19-20) Enemy loses 8 health 

 

Woodcutter’s Axe 

[S: 6] [1-handed weapon] [*10B] 

1-6) Miss 

7-12) Enemy loses 5 health 

13-19) Enemy loses 6 health 

20) Enemy loses 8 health 

 



 

 

APPENDIX C: SPELLS AND MAGIC 

 

The spells below have been organized by level. 

Each listing includes the spell’s type and the effect of 

using the spell. 

 

LEVEL 1 

Flicker   [directed] 

Creates a small flicker of fire in your hand. This 

flame only lasts for a second but can be transferred to 

any flammable object to set it alight. 

 

Fuse    [directed] 

Causes any two small objects that are touching 

to stick together. The more powerful you become, the 

stronger the two objects will be bound together. 

 

Spark    [battle] 

You shoot a small burst of electrical energy from 

your hand towards the enemy. 

1-5) Miss 

6-13) Enemy loses 9 health 

14-19) Enemy loses 10 health 

20) Enemy loses 13 health 

 

LEVEL 2  

Extinguish   [directed] 

Any fire with flames smaller than 2 feet tall and 

closer than 6 feet will be extinguished. Each casting will 

douse 1 source of flame of your choosing. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Furnace   [battle] 

A blast of searing air radiates off your body, 

hitting up to 2 enemies in front of you. 

1-3) Miss both 

4-10) Hit only one enemy for 8 health 

11-15) Both enemies lose 8 health 

16-20) Both enemies lose 9 health 

  

Poison    [battle or directed] 

Can be used out of battle to poison a drink, or in 

battle by directly touching an enemy. 

 1-5) Miss 

6-13) The enemy will lose 5 additional health 

every round for 4 rounds. 

14-20) The enemy will lose 6 additional health 

every round for 4 rounds. 

 

Purification   [directed] 

Causes any body of water smaller than bathtub-

sized to become clean and drinkable. This will also 

neutralize any poisons or toxins that may be present. 

 

LEVEL 3 

Detect Magic   [directed] 

You gain the ability to sense the general location, 

distance, and power of any magical items nearby. You 

also gain the ability to sense spells being cast. This spell 

lasts for 30 minutes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fireball   [battle] 

A searing ball of fire rockets towards your enemy. 

With luck, the enemy will catch and burn. 

1-4) Miss 

5-13) Enemy loses 22 health 

14-18) Enemy loses 22 health & 4 health next 2 

  turns 

19-20)  Enemy loses 22 health & 4 health next 3 

  turns 

 

Heighten Senses  [directed] 

All five senses become finely tuned and precise 

upon casting this spell. With it, you can pick out details, 

detect poisons, hear faint conversations, and smell old 

scents. Lasts for 30 minutes. 

 

Hidden Soul   [at-will or directed] 

This spell will hide your presence from the forces 

of evil. While it will not make you totally invisible, you 

will be easily forgotten and seldom noticed. This spell 

lasts for 3 hours. 

 

Spell Stone   [at-will] 

Creates Spellstones of varying capacity. The 

amount of magic a Spellstone holds is equal to the 

amount of magic you choose to use when casting this 

spell. For example, if you spend 7 magic to cast this 

spell, a Spellstone containing 7 magic will be created in 

your inventory or hand. You can later use this 

Spellstone at any time you wish to pull the magic from 

the stone back to your own reserves. This spell cannot 

be cast using any less than 3 magic. 

 

 



 

 

Verification   [directed] 

You gain the ability to tell if those around you 

are hiding deceit. The spell only works on one target at a 

time, but you can shift your focus from target to target 

as you please. This spell lasts for 30 minutes. 

 



 

 

APPENDIX D: RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR 

 

To generate a number, turn to a random section 

of the book. Look at the last 2 digits of the section 

number (or the whole section number if it’s less than 

100) and find it in the table below. Your random number 

is listed to the right of your grouping. 

 

00-04: 13 05-09: 11 

10-14: 5 15-19: 15 

20-24: 4 25-29: 6 

30-34: 17 35-39: 7 

40-44: 16 45-49: 14 

50-54: 8 55-59: 3 

60-64: 12 65-69: 1 

70-74: 20 75-79: 9 

80-84: 19 85-89: 10 

90-94: 18 95-99: 2 

 



 

 

APPENDIX E: RULES FOR SUMMIT 

 

Summit is played using the following rules:  

 

1) Bet a number of Blues and pick a random 

number. 

2) If you are using a pair of dice for the first 

time, simply use that number. If you have 

played more than 5 games with the same 

dice, you may apply special rules. At that 

point, you may start guessing the number 

rolled before each roll. If the number rolled is 

within 3 of your guess, you may change the 

roll to your guess. This represents your 

familiarity with the dice and the ability to 

influence the roll. 

3) Get 3 random numbers this way and add 

together the total. 

4) Score as follows: 

If the total is below 30, you lose your money. 

If the total is between 30 and 42 you lose 

nothing but gain nothing. 

If the total is between 43 and 49 you get 

double what you bet. 

If the total is between 50 and 52 you get 

three times what you bet. 

If the total is exactly 53, you get five times 

what you bet. 

If the total is 54 or higher, you lose your 

 money. 

 



 

 

APPENDIX F: TITLES 

 

If you want an extra challenge, attempt to beat 

this book using one or more of the conditions below. If 

you're successful, you may record the title(s) on your 

Adventure Record for use in future books. You may not 

run through each book more than once to get more 

titles, so make sure to pick the ones you want to 

attempt with care. It is not possible for any one 

character to get all the titles! 

 

Magical Pacifist - Complete Book 1 without using any 

Battle class spells in combat. 

 

Combat Mage - Complete Book 1 without using any 

physical weapons in combat. 

 

Self-sufficient - Complete Book 1 without using any 

healer's kits or Spellstones. 

 

Gambler – Leave a gambling table with at least 30 more 

Blues than when you started. 

 

Fatalist – Get down to 1 health at least twice during the 

book. 


